
 

CONNECT's COVID-19 Temperature Check 

 

Prior to our last Executive Committee meeting, we conducted a survey to gauge how well our 

members are handling the effects of the pandemic. Below are the survey results on how our 

members are responding to the crisis and their immediate and long-term concerns:  

 

1. What is your municipality's most urgent and immediate need? 

Municipalities had a wide range of concerns consisting: planning and assessing resources (Personal 

Protective Equipment (PPE), cleaning supplies, ensuring households have access to necessary supplies), 

figuring out affordable ways for people to get food/household necessities/medication delivered to their 

homes; adapting to working remotely, economic concerns (including money for small businesses, capital 

improvement projects, and the effect of rent and mortgage pauses); getting short-term legislative relief to 

conduct legal electronic meetings; how to identify at-risk populations in order to meet their needs in 

partnership with other entities; and communicating with borough residents to assure that residents are 

following federal, state, and local guidelines 

2. How comfortable are you with the tools you have to remotely serve and stay connected with 

your colleagues and constituents? 

 

The average respondent rated their comfort level with remote work tools at 71% (with a few 

extremes/outliers).  

  

3. We are all receiving constant emails and news blasts. If anything, what critical information 

is still missing? 

Survey respondents offered their concerns about getting proper guidance from the county and the state 

from issues related to labor and the workforce to identifying each community’s individual threat with 

respect to COVID-19. Below are the survey responses:   

● Testing for first responders? 

● Enforcement protocols for Governor's "temporary" shutdown orders 

● Where do municipalities actually fit into the state's list of businesses? 

● Guidance from state agencies on administrative protocol. 

● Improved guidance from the state and county. 

● Regional infrastructure to make more deliveries possible by hiring more people immediately, and 

giving delivery workers better PPE 

● How to consolidate the info and get it out there? 

● Consistent message from all public officials. 



● What the threat really is to our township? 

● Info on declaring a state of emergency? 

● How to determine if residents need to get testing and where to go to receive a COVID-19 test? 

 

    4.What are your biggest concerns in the longer term? 

 

When it comes to our members biggest concerns in the long-term, there were a wide variety of responses. 

However, below are the key takeaways from the responses:  

 

 

 

  

      5. Primer for this Thursday's EC meeting: What does our region need to do together to 

minimize the impact of COVID-19? 

 

We need to create a safety net for our at-risk populations; provide meals, transportation, and continue 

education; we must provide COVID-19 testing; the police must enforce social distancing (when they see 

groups in the park, etc.); we must share information on how other municipalities are handling operations; 

continue to share ideas and plans, get essential equipment to first responders; use online sources to 

educate, but not to spread unsubstantiated information; keep encouraging residents to stay home, wash 

their hands, stay calm, and practice social distancing; communicate more clearly and consistently; 

collaborate and issue one statement a day to reduce confused residents; policing our own businesses, put 

regional systems in place to hire as many delivery workers as possible and keep the supply chain running 

safely; mobilize manufacturing infrastructure and spaces to create respirators/PPE/makeshift ICUs; 

finally, we need to have a similar vision, follow orders, stay home,  and work together! 


